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From: sisupport Shared (WLT GB)
Sent: 04 March 2021 16:48
To: Wheatman, Claire <
Cc: sisupport Shared (WLT GB)
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: Interne

evelopmentConsentOrder_v5.doc [S+W-LegalDiv.FID4085832]

Hello
I can confirm that document has passed validation.
https://publishing.legislation.gov.uk/validation/2021-03-04/71
The document may encounter an XML conversion error at the point of publishing which is triggered by the
publishing system.
TSO will correct the XML error free of charge.
Regards,

From:
Sent: 04 March 2021 15:46
To: sisupport Shared (WLT GB)
Subject: RE: Internet - Error: EA1NDraftDevelopmentConsentOrder_v5.doc [S+W-LegalDiv.FID4085832]
Good afternoon
Thank you very much for your below email. We are due to submit the document to the Planning Inspectorate today as
part of an Examination deadline, along with the SI Validation. We understand that with the XML conversion error we
will not receive the normal automated email response confirming that the document is valid but would it be possible to
get an email from yourself confirming that this specific conversion error is not the result of a user error and that the
document is valid?
The validation email will likely be published on the PINS website and so we are keen to ensure it is clear from the email that the document is valid.
Kind regards,

Solicitor, Planning and Environment Group
Shepherd and Wedderburn LLP

shepwedd.com
Admitted in England and Wales
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From: sisupport Shared (WLT GB)
Sent: 04 March 2021 14:07
To:
Cc: sisupport Shared (WLT GB)
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: Internet - Error: EA1NDraftDevelopmentConsentOrder_v5.doc
Good afternoon
The SI Support team received an alert that there was a post-validation XML conversion error for this document. You
may have received an email advising of this.
When a document has no validation errors, this additional stage simulates the production process.
A problem may arise if a paragraph style not appropriate for the text or numbering is found, or there are missing
paragraphs or data that would be added before the document is sent for registration.
The document is valid.
There is no requirement to revalidate it unless changes, other than dates or minor text edits are made to it.
Regards,

https://publishing.legislation.gov.uk/validation/2021-03-04/71.
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